
 

 

Home Learning Tasks 
 

We would like the children to complete at least one of 
the home learning tasks below before May 25th.  It 

would be great if the family could get involved in their 
learning! 

 
Do you have a pet or favourite animal?  Draw a picture, 
take a photo - can you make a fact sheet and tell us all 
about it?  
 
Can you be a healthy food detective.  Take a look around 
the kitchen (as a grown up first!) - make a list of the 
healthy food you can find. 
 
If you go out for a special day (e.g. to the beach, to the 
moors) tell us about it. Draw a picture, take a photo, bring 
a shell or pebble back- we love to hear about your 
adventures. 
 
Learning Logs - We will continue to send these home on 

Fridays with activities that support our current ‘in school’ 
learning. We try to make these quick, fun and as ‘family 
involved’ as possible. Please return them by Tuesday of 
the following week as we have a ‘class share’ of their work 
on Friday afternoons. 

Foundation- Summer Terms 
2017 

We have looked carefully at the Foundation curriculum and 
have incorporated some of the children’s interests and will 
be covering a range of ‘mini topics’ throughout the summer 
terms. These will include: 

People who help us     Healthy Eating         

Animals         Growth and change   

Pirates                  French Week   

    

Sporting Skills         Keeping safe  

  At the beach/ holidays      

 



 

 

Summer 2017 
Examples of 
curriculum 

links  

Understanding the 
World 

• Develop an understanding of 
growth, decay and changes 
over time. 
  
• Shows care and concern for 
living things and the 
environment. 
  
• Looks closely at similarities, 
differences, patterns and 
change. 

 

Literacy 
The children will continue with Read, 
Write Inc three times per week. In 
addition, we will do our writing 
sessions on Thursdays and Fridays 
using the weekly topic focus. 
Topics will include high quality 
stimulus books such as Oliver’s 
Vegetables, Oliver’s Milkshake, The 
Gigantic Turnip, Port Side Pirates, 
Pirate stories for boys (also great for 
girls!) and Sally and the Limpet.  

 

Expressive Arts and Design 
• Introduces a storyline or narrative into their play. 
• Plays alongside other children who are engaged in the 
same theme. 
• Plays cooperatively as part of a group to develop and act 
out a narrative. 
• Selects appropriate resources and adapts work where 
necessary. 
• Selects tools and techniques needed to shape, assemble 
and join materials they are using 
• Understands that different media can be combined to 
create new effects 
The children will continue to have weekly music sessions 
with Mr George during PPA. They have access to singing, 
playing a variety of musical instruments, IT composition 
software and listening to a range of music genres. 

Communication and 
Language 

• Extends vocabulary, especially by 
grouping and naming, exploring the 
meaning and sounds of new words. 
  
• Uses language to imagine and recreate 
roles and experiences in play situations. 
  
• Uses talk to organise, sequence and 
clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events. 
  
• Introduces a storyline or narrative into 
their play. 
  
• Listens and responds to ideas expressed 
by others in conversation or discussion 

 

Personal Social 
Emotional 

Development 
We will continue with weekly R 
times or circle times where we 
focus on social skills such as 
sharing, team work and 
manners. Much of this is part 
of daily expectations within the 
unit and we frequently refer to 
our ‘building learning power’ 
characters such as tough 
tortoise (resilience) and team 
ants (working together). 
• Confident to speak to others 
about own needs, wants, 
interests and opinions. 
• Takes steps to resolve 
conflicts with other children, 
e.g. finding a compromise. 

 

Mathematics 
The children will continue to have 
daily maths sessions and will cover a 
range of number and shape, space 
and measure topics from within the 
Foundation curriculum as appropriate 
to their ability. 
We try as much as possible to link 
the maths learning with the topics 
covered. For example, during the 
pirates topic we plan to use stimuli of 
‘pirate treasure’ to talk about money 
and ‘pirate maps’ to develop 
positional language expectations. 
• Beginning to use everyday 
language related to money. 
• Can describe their relative position 
such as ‘behind’’ or ‘next to’. 
• Begins to identify own mathematical 
problems based on own interests and 
fascinations. 

 

Physical Development 
•Eats a healthy range of foodstuffs and understands need 
for variety in food. 
•Negotiates space successfully when playing racing and 
chasing games with other children, adjusting speed or 
changing direction to avoid obstacles. 
• Shows increasing control over an object in pushing, 
patting, throwing, catching or kicking it. 
• Shows understanding of the need for safety when tackling 
new challenges, and considers and manages some risks. 
• Practices some appropriate safety measures without 
direct supervision 
• Shows some understanding that good practices with 
regard to exercise, eating, sleeping and hygiene can 
contribute to good health. 
 The children have weekly PE with Colin Bunney (Plymouth 
Argyle Community sports coach and school governor) 
during PPA. These sessions cover a wide spectrum of 
physical skills linked with balance, agility, coordination and 
spatial awareness. Additionally there is a class PE session 
weekly with the class teacher. Please provide a PE kit to be 
kept in school for these sessions, the children will need 
plimsolls or trainers this term as we will use the outside 
space- weather permitting. 

 


